The problem of finding the complexity of the Nonlinear feedforward sequences has been analysed and a unified method has been developed for finding the complexity of such sequences for the cases when feedback is (i) an irreducible polynomial; (ii) product of two irreducible polynomials; (iii) power of an irreducible polynomial. The method is based on the minimum polynomial of the compound matrix formed from the companion matrix of the feedback polynomial.
Apart from being a unified method, this approach has the advantage that it can be applied to any level of logic and one can get the minimal generator of all possible non-linear feedforward sequences.
Introduction
Techniques for securing digital data have attracted much attention, see for example Ristenbett et al. [8] and Key [4] . Binary sequences generated through shift registers have been commonly used for securing digital data either by bit-by-bit addition of the binary sequence to the data or by feedback encoding. In either case, the effective security provided through any such device is the complexity of the generated binary sequence. Any given periodic sequence can be generated by a family of linear feedback shift registers (LFSR's). The member of this family with the least number of stages is called the linear equivalent of the given periodic sequence. The complexity of a periodic sequence is defined as the length of its linear equivalent, which is minimum number of consecutive bits required to predict all the future bits of the sequence.
There are several ways to determine the linear equivalent of any given binary sequence. The algorithm given by Massey [7] seems to be ideal.
Any linear logic when applied to the sequence would result only in a phase shift of the sequence with no increase in the complexity of the sequence. A nonlinear logic (multiplication of a chosen number of bits and modulo 2 addition of the resultant bits), when applied to the LFSR sequence gives an output sequence called the nonlinear feedforward sequence (NLFFS) with increased complexity. The level of a NLFFS is defined as the maximum number of bits taken together for multiplication at a time in NLFF logic. Let the binary sequence generated by h4. Kumari the linear feedback be represented by {a(n)}, n=O,1,2 ,... and a(n)=0 or 1, then to get at the complexity of 2-level nonlinear feedforward sequence, it is sufficient to consider the sequence {a(n)a(n+m)}, where {a(n+m>} is a phase shift of the sequence {a(n)} through m stages. Also the complexity of zero sequence is defined as zero. Groth [3] proved that in 2-level NLFFS, the complexity increases from r to $r(r+ l), where r is the degree of the linear feedback polynomial, which is primitive. Ristenbatt et al. [8] added little more to this result by proving that the feedback polynomial of the equivalent linear generator of NLFFS is reducible and contains the feedback polynomial as a factor. Using the fact that LFSR can be represented by the roots of their characteristic equation in a Galois field, Key [4] determined the complexity of a 2-level NLFFS, in the case when the feedback polynomial is primitive, by counting the new roots which appear in the products of the roots of the feedback polynomial taken taken two at a time.
In this paper, in order to get a general method for analysis of the complexity of a nonlinear feedforward sequence, we use the fact that the distinct products of the roots of the feedback polynomial are the roots of the minimum polynomial of the compound matrix, formed from the companion matrix of the feedback polynomial. Since this property holds well for all the cases where the feedback polynomial is an irreducible, product of two irreducibles or the power of an irreducible polynomial. We are able to give a unified and general method of finding the complexity of any level of logic for all these cases.
After describing some preliminaries in Section 2, we analyse the complexity and determine the generators of (2'-1)/p 2-level NLFFS's, when the feedback polynomial is nonprimitive but irreducible of degree r and exponent p on Section 3. The generators of these sequences are the products of the various factors of the minimum polynomial of the compound matrix and the feedback polynomial. To illustrate the various results, an example has been worked out in detail, taking the feedback polynomial to be 1+ X3+X6.
In Sections 4 and 5 similar results are stated when the feedback polynomial is a product of two irreducible polynomials and a power of an irreducible polynomial respectively. Proofs of some of the lemmas and theorems have been omitted for want of space.
In the examples worked out in the paper for illustration of the results, the minimum polynomials of the compound matrices have been computed using the algorithm given by Schwartz [ll] . The generators of the feedforward sequences have also been checked independently by using the formula given by Selmer [ 131.
Preliminaries
Definition. Minimum Polynomial (St011 [ 121) of a matrix A is the unique polynomial of least degree satisfied by the matrix A and is denoted by m(x).
Each irreducible factor of the characteristic polynomial f(x) of any matrix A is also an irreducible factor of the minimum polynomial m(x) of A. 
The following property of the compound matrix forms the basis of the method proposed in this paper. Definition. Exponent of an irreducible polynomial f over GF(2) of degree r is p if f divides 1 + xp but does not divide 1+x" for any n < p.
Theorem. (Peterson [9] ). If f(x) is an irreducible polynomial of degree r over Galois jield of order 2, GF(2), then the extension field GF(2'), generated by adjoining a root Q! off(x) to GF(2) contains r distinct roots off(x) and these roots are given by cy2' with k = 0, 1,2, . . . , r-1.
Notation.
If f is the given feedback polynomial, A = C(f) is the companion matrix of f and C,(A) is the compound matrix formed from Ccf). We will denote C,(A) by C,(f) and the minimum polynomial of the compound matrix C,(f) by +(x).
Analysis of complexity of 24evel NLFFS: Feedback polynomial irreducible
It has been proved by Groth [3] , Ristenbatt et al. [8] that when the feedback polynomial is primitive of degree r, then the complexity of 2-level NLFFS is $(r+ 1). Let f be an irreducible polynomial of degree r over GF (2) . Let 2 cY,(Y ,...,cY 2'm' be distinct roots of f in GF(2'), where o! is a root of f in GF(2'). Key [4] has stated that the output sequences {a(n)}, n = 0, 1,2,. . . , of a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) with irreducible feedback polynomial f is given by
where the Ai's are coefficients, to be determined by the initial contents of LFSR.
Then for 2-level NLFFS
Therefore 2-level NLFFS {a(n)a(n+m)}, i.e., Eq. (2) is a linear recurrence relation of &(r + 1) roots. It has been proved by Key [4] that all the coefficients in (2) will be non-zero when f is primitive polynomial and therefore the complexity of 2-level NLFFS when f is a primitive irreducible polynomial is $r(r + 1). When f is non-primitive irreducible polynomial of exponent p, p divides (2'-l), op = 1, then some of the coefficients of the terms in (2) may vanish because two or more different powers of (Y, when taken modulo p corresponds to the same power of (Y. Thus the complexity of {a(n)a(n+m)} will be less than &(r + 1).
By the property of the compound matrix, stated in Preliminaries the characteristics roots of the compound matrix C,cf) formed from the companion matrix are N = (;) = $r(r -l), which are terms of the 2nd elementary symmetric function of (Y, (Y*, . . . ) a*,-'. These $r(r-1) terms are the new roots 02'+*', i < j, i = 0,1,2,.
. . , r-2, j= 1,2,. . . , r -1 introduced in (2) due to 2-level NFFL logic. These $(r-1) characteristic roots of C,cf) are distinct when f is primitive. Since distinct characteristic roots of any matrix are also the roots of the minimum polynomial of that matrix, so the minimum polynomial of the compound matrix when f is primitive is of degree $(r-1). When f is a non-primitive irreducible polynomial, then the degree of the minimum polynomial m*(x) of the compound matrix C,cf) is less than $r(r-1).
In the following lemma we enumerate the number of distinct roots of the minimum polynomial m*(x) of the compound matrix C,(f), when f is a nonprimitive irreducible polynomial.
Lemma 1. Let f be a non-primitive irreducible polynomial of degree r and exponent p. Then the number of roots of the minimum polynomial m*(x) of the compound matrix C,(f) is $(s -1) + N, where 2" < p s 2'+'; N counts the distinct numbers 2k+2i (modp), i=O,1,2 ,..., k-l and k=s,s+l,..., r-l, whichdonotoccur in $s(s -1) numbers 2' + 2', i < j and i, j = 0, 1,2, . . . , s -1.
Lemma 2. Let f be non-primitive irreducible polynomial of degree r, r even and let its exponent be p and let m*(x) be the minimum polynomial of the compound matrix C,(f). Then f divides m*(x) if p = 2"*+2'. Example 1. Consider f = 1 + x3 + x6, which is a non-primitive irreducible polynomial of degree 6 and exponent 9. It generates $(26-1) = 7 cyclically distinct sequences of period 9. By Lemma 2, 1+x3+x6 divides m*(x), because 9 = 23 + 2' = 2"* + 2'. The minimum polynomial of C,( 1 + x3 + x6) as calculated by the algorithm given in Schwartz [ll] is Q(X) = 1 +x'. By applying Theorem 1, the maximum complexity of 2-level NLFFS with 1 + x3 + x6 as feedback polynomial is the deg(LCM(f(x), m*(x)) = deg(1 + x') = 9 and minimum complexity is zero, the complexity of zero sequence. Also rn2(x) can be factorized as m2(x) = (l+ x) x (1 +x+x2)(1+x3+x").
Therefore the complexity of 2-level NLFFS in this case can be deg(LCM(f(x), m*(x))) -(degree of any one factor or sum of the degrees of more than one irreducible factors of Q(X)). The complexity can therefore have value 8, 7 or 6. This is illustrated by finding out the linear recurrence of the sequence generated by 1 + x't x6 and the coefficient term of the powers of (Y in Eq. 
where Ai, i = 0, 1,2,. . . ,5 are the coefficients to be determined by the initial contents of LFSR of length 6 with feedback polynomial 1 +x3+ x6. For this polynomial we give the initial contents, sequence {a(n)} generated by 1 +x3+x6
and the values of the coefficients Ai, i = 0, 1,2, . . . ,5, for each of the sequences in 
2°+21=22+23=24+25=3(mod9),
2'+22=23+24=20+25=6(mod9),
21+23-225+25= 1 (mod 9),
22+24=20+20=2(mod9),
2O+2*~2~+2~=5 (mod9). (12) From Eq. (3), we get the coefficient of a(2'+2')m = 1 (AiAja2'"+ AiAja)*'"),
where the summation 1 is taken over all pairs (i, j) satisfying any of the Eqs. Reducing the power of cx modulo 9, the coefficient of cyO = 1 in Eq. (3) is Table 1 Initial content of LFSR of length 6 with feedback polynomial 1 +x3+x6
Sequence {a(n)} generated by 1+x3+x6 with Similarly we obtained the coefficients of 06", (Y ", a2", 04", a*", a"', CX~" in Eq.
(3) as AiAzo 2m + A1A2~4m + A3A4&'"' + A3A407"' + A,A5a m + AOA,a 5m, AlA,o 2"+AlA3a8m+A~ar5",A2A4~4m+A2A4~7m+A~~m, A3A,o 8"+A~AS~5m+A~~2m,AOA4~m+AoA4a7"+A~~4m, AlAsa 2"+A1AS~5m+A~~8m,AOAZ~m+ADA2~4m+A~a!7", respectively.
In Table 2 we enlist the initial contents, the 2-level NLFFS, the values of the coefficients of (Y' = 1, a 3", CY~", CX", a2", (Ye", CX~", a"', (Y 5n and also the complexity of 2-level NLFFS generated by feedback polynomial 1 + x3 + x6. The complexity of the various 2-level NLFFS have been calculated as follows. It is easy to find that 0~~ is a root of order 3 because (Y~ = 1, so cx 3, o6 are the roots of an irreducible polynomial of degree 2, i.e., 1 +x +x2, (Y' = 1 is a root of (1 +x) and (Y, (Y2, a4, cYg, (Y', (Y' are the roots of 1 + x3 + x6 in the extension field GF(26). For example in Table 2 , the coefficients of 03", a6" are zero and coefficients of other roots are non-zero, therefore the complexity of 2-level NLFFS is equal to deg(LCM(f(x), m2(x))) -deg(1 + x + x2) = 9 -2 = 7.
The minimal generator of 2-level NLFFS is (1 + x)(1 +x3+x6).
Similarly if the coefficient of (Y' = 1 is zero and coefficient of all other roots are non-zero, then for 2-level NLF'FS the complexity is 9 -deg(1 + x) = 8 and the minimal generator is (1 + x +x*)(1 +x3+ x6). The values of complexities of other sequences enlisted in Table 2 , have been similarly calculated.
Analysis of complexity of NLFFS: Feedback is the product of two irreducible polynomials
When the feedback polynomial f is the product of two irreducible polynomials g(x) and h(x) of deg r and deg s respectively, then the period of the sequence generated by f is LCM of exponent of g(x) and exponent of h(x). We apply 2-level NLFF logic on a sequence generated by f(x) = g(x)h(x) and the complexity of such a sequence is derived in the following theorem. Example 2. Let f = (1 + x +x2)(1+x +x2+ x3+ x4) be the feedback polynomial. f generates three sequences of period p = 15 = LCM (3, 5) , where pi = 3, p2 = 5. The minimum polynomial of the compound matrix C,((l + x + x2)( 1 + x + x2+ x3 + x4)) as calculated by the algorithm given in Schwartz [ll] is m*(x) = 1 +x1'= (1+x)(1+x+x2)(1+x+x2+x3+x4)(1+x+x4)(1+x3+x4).
By applying Theorem 2, the maximum complexity of 2-level NLFFS when feedback polynomial is f =(1+x+x2) (1+x+x2+x3+x4) is deg(LCM(f(x), m,(x))=deg(l+xl')= 15. It is clear from the factors of m,(x), that the complexity of the NLFFS can take every value between zero and 15. The complexities of various 2-level NLFFS generated by the feedback polynomial f = (1 +x +x2)(1 + x + x2+ x3 + x4) with the logics (a(n)a(n + m)) for m = 1,2,3,4,5 are enlisted in Table 3 . Table 3 Sequence generated by f=(1+x+X~)(1+X+n~+x~+X~) Complexity of {a (n )J 2-level logic NLFFS 2-level NLFFS 111111001000100 a(n)a(n + 1) 111110000000000 11 a(n)a(n +2) 111100000000000 12 a(n)a(n + 3) 111001000000100 15 a(n)a(n +4) 110010001000100 11 a(n)a(n + 5) 100100000000100 15 000001011001101 a(n)a(n + 1) 000000010001000 14 a(n)a(n + 2) 000001000000100 14 a(n)a(n + 3) 000001001001000 15 a(n)a(n +4) 000000011000000 14 a(n)a(n + 5) 000000010000000 15 000011101010111 a(n)a(n + 1) 000011000000110 14 a(n)a(n +2) 000010101010100 11 a(n)a(n + 3) 000001000010000 10 a(n)a(n +4) 000010101010000 12 a(n)a(n+5) 000001001000001 15
Analysis of NLFFS: Feedback polynomial a power of an irreducible polynomial
In this section, we will find the complexity of 2-level NLFFS, when the feedback polynomial is a power of an irreducible polynomial. Let f be an irreducible polynomial of degree r and exponent p and let the feedback polynomial be f", n > 1. Zierler [ 1.51 has analysed the sequence generated by the power of an irreducible polynomial. If k is an integer such that 2k <II < 2k'1, then the periods of the sequences generated by f", n > 1 are 2Jp, J = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k,
The sequence of period 2'~ is generated by the minimal generator f" for j = 0, 1,2,. . . , k + 1. Therefore to determine the complexity of 2-level NLFFS, when the feedback polynomial is a power of an irreducible polynomial f, it is sufficient to determine the complexity of the 2-level NLFFS, when the feedback polynomial is f *I, j 2 1 and f an irreducible polynomial of degree r. The following theorem can be proved on the lines of Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Let f(x) be an irreducible polynomial of degree r and exponent p. Let f ", j 2 1 be the feedback polynomial which generates sequences of period 2'~. Let m*(x) be the minimum polynomial of the compound matrix C,(f"), then the maximum complexity of 2-level NLFF sequence with feedback polynomial f" is
m2(x)). The minimum complexity is zero, which is the complexity of zero sequence, and other possible complexities of 2-level NLFF sequences in this case are deg(LCMCf*'(x), m2(x))) -(degree of any one-irreducible factor or sum of the degrees of more than one irreducible factors of m*(x)). Table 4 Sequences generated by (1 +x"+x3)'{a(n)} 2-level NLFF logics Z-level NLFFS
00000000000000 00000000010100 00000000000000 00000100010000 00000000000000 00001000111110 00000000111100 00000100111000 00001100110000 00001100100001 00011001000010 00010100101000 00001101001000 00011000100001 00010101100011 00000100111000 00000010110100 00100110101001 00100110010000 00000110100100
Example 3. Let the feedback polynomial be (1-t x2+x3)*, where 1+x2+x3 is an irreducible polynomial of degree 3 and exponent 7. Period of the sequence generated by (1 + x2+ x3)* is p2' = 14. The minimum polynomial of the compound matrix C,((l + x2 + x3)') as calculated by the algorithm given in Schwartz [ 111 is m2(x) = (1 +x +x3)2(1 +x2+ x3). By Theorem 3, the maximum complexity of 2-level NLFPS in this case is deg(LCMCf=(x), m*(x)) = deg((l+ x2+ x3)2 X
(1 +x+x3)*) = 12. The minimum complexity is zero, which is the complexity of zero sequence. The other possible complexities of 2-level NLFFS are given by: deg(LCM(f*'(x), m*(x))) -(degree of an irreducible factor of m*(x)) = 12-3 = 9. In Table 4 , we enlist all the sequences of period 14 generated by (1 + x2+ x3)' with various possible 2-level logics and the corresponding complexities.
Conclusion
The security achieved through the addition of binary sequence to a text depends upon the complexity of the added sequence. As linear operations cannot increase the complexity, a feedforward logic based on nonlinear operation (multiplication of bits) can be used to get sequences of any desired complexity. In this paper a unified method has been formulated for determining the complexity of a nonlinear feedforward binary sequence with the feedback polynomial a primitive, an irreducible, a product of two irreducible polynomials or a power of an irreducible polynomial. The method is based on the enumeration of the roots of the minimum polynomial of the compound matrix formed from the companion matrix of the feedback polynomial. This method can be used to determine the complexity of feedforward sequences with any level of non-linear logic and in addition provides the minimal generators of these sequences. Analysis based in the method can be directly used for the generation of sequences of any desired length and complexity.
